Abstract
simulating growth efficiency. 23
24
We examined the properties of growth efficiency using a metabolic model for Eschericia 25 coli. We found that the maximal growth efficiency is obtained at a finite nutrient uptake 26 rate. The rate is substrate-dependent and it typically does not exceed 20 mmol/h/gDW. 27 We further examined whether the maximal growth efficiency could serve as a cellular 28 objective function in metabolic network analysis, and found that cellular growth in batch 29 cultivation can be predicted reasonably well under this assumption. The fit to 30 experimental data was found slightly better than with the commonly used objective 31 function of maximal growth rate. 32
33
Based on our results, we suggest that the maximal growth efficiency can be considered as 34 a plausible optimization criterion in metabolic modeling for E. coli. In the future, it 35
In the present work, we define the concept of growth efficiency and hypothesize that 76
Eschericia coli uses it as the cellular objective. Maximal growth efficiency as the cellular 77 objective would allow bacteria to utilize substrates efficiently to the production of new 78 biomass while producing only little amount of waste, heat, or other side-products. In this 79 work we explore the properties of growth efficiency using a genome-wide metabolic 80 model for Eschericia coli [7] and study whether the growth efficiency could be 81 considered as a plausible cellular objective in phenotypic simulations. 82
The definition and calculation of growth efficiency

83
We define the growth efficiency η as the growth rate v bm (i.e. biomass production rate) 84 divided by the substrate uptake rate v s (η = v bm / v s ). Because v bm is largely determined by 85 v s , and in the following analysis we specifically focus on the effects of v s to η, we now 86 define so-called growth efficiency function as ) ( s v    and explore its properties. This 87 simplification ignores specific other factors affecting η via v bm but the sensitivity of η to 88 these factors will also be examined. The key assumption in our approach is that under 89 specific conditions bacteria actively work to tune the substrate uptake rate such that the 90 growth efficiency η will be maximized. That is, the bacteria aim at substrate uptake rate 91 * s v that is optimal in the sense of ) ( max arg
In order to characterize the properties of growth efficiency and to study its use as a 94 cellular objective function, we apply the constraints of Equation (1) Metabolic network models are based on well known and validated information on 121 stoichiometric coefficients in biochemical reactions. However, the models also include 122 specific uncertainties. We examined the robustness of the growth efficiency function 123 against four model parameters: (1) the maximal oxygen uptake rate, (2) ATP requirement 124 for growth associated maintenance (GAM), (3) ATP requirement for non-growth 125 associated maintenance (NGAM), and (4) the phosphorus to oxygen (P/O) ratio that 126 reflects the efficiency of ATP synthesis in the electron transfer chain. These parameters 127 have been identified most critical to the behavior of the iAF1260 model [7] . We first 128 examined the form of the growth efficiency function while varying the maximal oxygen 129 uptake rate between 0 and 50 mmol/h/gDW (the original value being 18.5 mmol/h/gDW). 
Substrate uptake rate distributions 142
Because we assume a bacterium to self-regulate the substrate uptake rate to the maximum 143 η at a finite * s v , we are able to set the substrate uptake rate unconstrained. Usually in FBA 144 it is crucial to constrain the substrate uptake rate properly. Otherwise, as shown in the 145 upper panel of Figure 1 , the growth rate simply increases monotonically with increasing 146 substrate input rate. In the following analysis, we simulated 10 different cultivation and 147 1261 genetic conditions to study the distribution of * s v . Figure 3 shows the results for 148 phenotypes that are predicted to be viable (i.e., the growth rate is greater than 0.1 h -1 ). For 149 them, the substrate uptake rate In situations where the maximal growth is achieved, a bacterium may not be able to 158 transform all the substrate efficiently to new biomass but an increasing amount of 159 material is directed to waste. This phenomenon of overflow metabolism has been 160 extensively studied as it is detrimental in industrial applications. In the case of E. coli, 161 overflow metabolism directs valuable carbon to acetate production instead of biomass 162 generation. This inhibits growth and it may also disturb product synthesis [20] . 163
164
We studied the relationship between the maximal growth efficiency and overflow 165 metabolism by simulating all single gene knockouts in the iAF1260 model under varying 166 carbon sources. We found that usually the substrate uptake rate at the maximal growth 167 efficiency ( * s v ) equals to the substrate uptake rate at the start of overflow metabolism 168 (i.e., the start of acetate production). There are few exceptions to this rule, for example, 169 when the knockout is directed to specific genes of ATP synthase, pyruvate 170 dehydrogenase, or succinate dehydrogenase. Thus, we reason that the maximal growth 171 efficiency is a concept of its own, and it cannot be directly interpreted as the substrate 172 uptake rate threshold above which overflow metabolism starts. 173
174
The use of the maximal growth criterion in growth phenotype simulation may easily 175 produce estimates that are sub-optimal in growth efficiency and likely to express 176 overflow metabolism. In order to illustrate the sub-optimality under the maximal growth 177 criterion, we calculated the loss of growth efficiency using the above-mentioned set of 178 1261 genetic and 10 environmental conditions. In simulations with the maximal growth 179 criterion, the maximal substrate uptake rate was constrained to 10 mmol/h/gDW. The 180 relative loss in growth efficiency was determined as the growth efficiency under the 181 maximal growth criterion divided by the maximal achievable growth efficiency. 
Conclusions
216
The identification of cellular survival strategies and their simulation by realistic objective 217 functions have fundamental importance on phenotype prediction in metabolic analysis. It12 is probable that there is no single survival strategy that is optimal in all situations but the 219 strategy is likely to depend on growth conditions of a microorganism [8] . Feist and 220 Palsson discuss three qualitatively different environments: nutritionally rich, nutritionally 221 scarce, and elementally limited [8] . properties. The study was performed using the metabolic model iAF1260 for Eschericia 232 coli. As a result we found that the growth efficiency function has its maximum within a 233 finite substrate uptake rate. According to our predictions, the substrate uptake rate at 234 which the maximal growth efficiency is obtained ( The upper and the lower panel present the predictions under the maximal growth criterion 393 and the maximal growth efficiency criterion, respectively. A linear model is fitted to both 394 data. In simulations with the maximal growth criterion, the maximal substrate uptake rate 395 was constrained to 10 mmol/h/gDW. 396
